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WIDE LINED PAPER JOURNAL: This Journal is perfect
for organizing your daily tasks. It is a 6x9 inch notebook
printed on high quality paper and is perfect bounded so
you won't lose any pages. It fits easily in your purse, brief
case or backpack. Perfect to be used for your daily
journaling, to do list, task list, or as a diary. The Journal
has 120 pages with wide lined paper for drawing, lists,
calendars, brainstorming, doodling or create layouts that
work for you. Great gift for adults, teens or kids for any
occasion. Great for Stockings at Christmas! It would be
an awesome gift for friends. Customize and CreativityGrab your favorite pens. color pencils, and washi tape
and make it your favorite journal.
Resin jewellery first started in the US around 6 years ago
and has now become one of the fastest-growing trends
in jewellery making. The technique is very simple you
simply mix the two-part resin together and pour into a
bezel or pendant. Rings, pendants, brooches, cufflinks,
hairpins and bracelets are all easy to make and look
incredibly professional when done. In this inspiring book,
the author shows you just how easy and quick resin
jewellery is to make, using minimal equipment and
readily available products, and provides different
fabulous projects for you to try. You can add numerous
items to the resin to achieve different effects. You can
place paper in the bezels to act as a background to the
resin such as old book paper, map paper, scrapbook
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paper and photographs. Paper can also be painted,
stencilled, or layered with washi tape before being
coated with resin. Try sheet music for a vintage vibe, or
origami papers for a fresh, contemporary look. In
addition, you can also immerse various items in the resin
before it cures, such as dried flowers and leaves,
feathers, shells, beads and charms, or try adding glitter,
coloured inks, nail polish and virtually anything else you
can think of. The versatility of resin jewellery is aweinspiring, providing papercrafters as well as jewellerymakers with all the skills and inspiration they need to
design and make their own stunning pieces.
Have you ever needed more motivation? What could you
do if you were more creative? If you're looking for a
Retro Vintage Gift for your parents, grandparents, kids,
boys, girls, youth, teens, partners, husband, wife, Office
workers and friends or want a Cute notebook with
Positive and Perfect Pink Floral Cover for yourself to use
it at home, school, or the office. Also, makes a thoughtful
birthday or holiday gift., you'll love this Perfect Pink Floral
Notebook. Because this versatile notebook has a
powerful motivational cover. In addition, the cover is sure
to be a conversation starter and crowd pleaser. How
many compliments will you get from friends, family, and
coworkers when they see your new notebook?
Notebooks help in each of these areas. If you want to
take it to the next level, imagine how quickly and easily
things will fall in place when you use this Perfect Pink
Floral Notebook! Buy Now & Enjoy: * A funny and witty
humor cover * Organization & fun with stickers and washi
tape * Portable size and convenient soft cover * Hours of
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organization, mindfulness, relaxation, and journaling!
Use As A: ° A Monthly, Weekly, or Day Planner °
Gratitude Journal to lift your mood ° Collections Journal
for your life lists and dreams ° Quote book filled with
inspirational quotes ° Scrapbook, memory journal,
bucket list, book log...and much more Get More Out Of
Life Write down accomplishments with your hobbies,
fitness, and other life goals. Look back and feel good
about yourself and all you've done. Use journaling to
celebrate your goals, Birthday, dreams and to track
important tasks, take notes, and keep phone numbers.
Just write all this in your Awesome Notebook and take
charge of your life. Increase Creativity, Memory, and
Intelligence Studies show writing by hand boosts
creativity, memory and intelligence. Journaling also helps
manage emotions, improve self-awareness, and develop
empathy. This leads to understanding others better and
more emotional intelligence. Journaling also gives your
creative juices more punch so you can quickly and easily
come up with clever ideas. Imagine how awesome you'll
be with more creativity. Your next great idea may be right
at the tips of your fingers waiting to find its way onto the
pages of your Perfect Notebook Retro Vintage Gift. Many
Uses This cute notebook has many uses. Store a teensy
bit of yourself in it by using it as a memory journal or
scrapbook. Use it as a gratitude journal. Simply writing
down a few happy thoughts every night can have you
waking up refreshed and uplifted in the morning. Use this
inspiring notebook to make lists of places you'd like to
visit or as a travel journal when you get there. Where will
this Awesome Pink Floral Notebook take you?"
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Duct Tape DIYThe Rosen Publishing Group, Inc
Show your room some love -- and turn your personal
space into a happy place! A floor, a ceiling, and four
boring walls? No more! With these 50 deceptively
simple, budget-friendly DIY projects, your boring
bedroom can become the room of your dreams.
Makeover furniture, create one-of-a-kind decor, and
organize your stuff to refresh and renew your room -and your spirit. Along with magazine-style photos and
step-by-step instructions, professional creative director
and lifelong DIY-er Heather Wutschke delivers design
tips, tricks, and hacks that'll have you falling in love with
your room, all over again.
In today’s world, a girl’s free time is precious, but
figuring out how to make the most of those spare
moments can sometimes be difficult. Faithgirlz! is here to
help, with over one hundred unique ideas, activities, and
time maximizers you can do by yourself or with your
friends. From planning the perfect relaxing afternoon to
creating quick and awesome DIY masterpieces, and
even tips on hosting amazing sleepovers (complete with
lip synch battles and the best-ever snacks), 101 Ways to
Have Fun has something for every situation and mood.
Whether you have ten minutes or an entire afternoon to
fill, finding the ultimate ways to de-stress and kick back
with friends has never been easier!
The Queen of Latina Style, Kathy Cano Murillo, is back with
fantastic art and craft projects--including brand-new ideas and
previous favorites--in The Crafty Chica Creates.
Fr?m your bedroom to your garden or balcony, this book will
help you craft amazing projects, including lamps, vases,
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glasses and planters, adding beauty, functionality and charm
to your home Today only, get this bestseller for a special
price. The reuse of objects found around your home is a great
way to add some creative interior decor that’s unique and
tailored to your taste. In this book, we’re going to discuss
how you can create superb works of art using old glass
bottles that may be lying around. From unique flower vases to
creative art decor for your shelves, this article is a guide to
help you learn how much fun and easy cutting glass bottles
can be. Here Is A Preview Of What You'll Read... Why Go for
Glass Crafting Essentials Preparation and Design Processes
Project Ideas Painting Ideas And much, much more!
Download your copy today! Take action today and download
this book now at a special price!
Make your room the Fun Zone! Personalize with whimsical
monograms, inspirational quotes, DIY wall dcor, guest
message boards, and even a photo booth selfie station to
entertain your squad. Each project will help you define your
unique style and transform your personal space into the place
to be for friends and fun!
If you have never heard of washi tape, get ready to enter a
bright new world of paper crafts! Originating in Japan, washi
paper is stronger than wood-pulp paper making it perfect for
use in projects like origami and scrapbooking. The tape is low
tack and slightly transparent, and add in a mix of adorable
colors and patterns, a brilliant way to make all of your crafts
even better. Perfect to use for parties. See how to create
invitations, gift wrap, and goodie bags. Holidays have never
been more colorful with ideas for ornaments, window
adornments, and even garland.Decorations for your home
and office are easy and inexpensive when you use washi
tape. Wall décor, borders and lampshades can become
unique works of art and give your home a personal touch.You
can even use washi tape in fashion. Dress up your glasses,
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shoes and jewelry using these simple ideas and designs. And
because it’s safe to use on delicate items, washi tape is
great for personalized gifts like vases and photo albums.
Washi Tape by Courtney Cerruti offers 101 amazing ideas
that will make this new craft tape your new favorite thing. It’s
safe to use almost anywhere and great fun for children!
"This unique DIY party guide features thirty-six ideas on how
to transform any holiday or social gathering into a chance to
give back. A PhilanthroParty is a party with a purpose that will
give you ideas for making social activism a part of your life.
This book details over sixty-five causes and charities that Lulu
and her LemonAID Warriors have helped over the years. In
addition to the party and charity ideas, Lulu provides helpful
checklists, recipes, crafts, and activities to inspire you, your
friends, your school, and your community that we do have to
power to make a difference."--Dust jacket flap.
Explains how to transform leftover materials and containers
into reusable gift packaging, revealing how creative,
environmentally aware crafters can use discarded boxes, old
linens and other common objects to make gift-worthy boxes,
bags and wraps. Original.

DIY wall art is one of the most interesting and
inexpensive ways to decorate your home. That's why
we've compiled a list of 36 amazing DIY wall art ideas for
you to try! This list contains items from all styles and skill
levels, so you'll definitely find one that you can't wait to
try. Make Your Own Wall Art Projects If you are a new
craftsman or want a project that you can complete with
your child, try a simpler DIY wall art idea such as burnt
ink or abstract painting. Looking for a more mature DIY
wall decor? This list offers a host of wall art designs for
every room in your home, from washi tape "headboards"
to elegant paint stick mirrors. If you are an expert in
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crafts, many of these DIY wall art, such as custom
canvases and tissue paper, will be an interesting
challenge for you. The following list has DIY wall
decoration items suitable for a variety of aesthetics, from
bright and colorful to rustic and simple. A far cry from
your grandmother's cross-stitch or children's finger
paintings, these beautiful ideas will surprise you!
Build Your Daughter's Confidence and Creativity Tween
girls are surrounded by technology, but cell phones and
tablets can't replace the simple joy of making something
of your very own. Encourage the artist in your daughter
with these 52 DIY activities designed to help her believe
in herself and convince her she can accomplish anything
she sets her mind to. From the creative dynamo behind
the popular Thistlewood Farms blog, KariAnne Wood,
along with her twin "mini-thistles" Whitney and Westleigh
and illustrator extraordinaire Michal Sparks comes this
amazing collection of crafts designed with your tween girl
in mind—a new project for every week of the year. Each
craft is illustrated by Michal Sparks with an easy-tounderstand, hand-drawn DIY with a simple set of
instructions. In addition, each DIY comes with a supply
list, skill level projection, approximate cost, and
estimated timeframe to complete the project. Nothing
hard. Nothing complicated. Just easy and fun projects for
your girl to enjoy by herself, with friends, or with you!
Versatile DIY Cookbook | Enjoy a Creative Cooking
Experience Conveniently & Easily Access Your Favorite
Family and Internet Recipes Effortlessly and easily
record your favorite baking recipes with the My Recipe
Organizer - DIY Cookbook [Dot Grid Edition]! This
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8.5x11 inch blank recipe notebook with dot grid pages is
perfect for you to be creative creating personalized
layouts while you record your favorite internet recipes or
to save family recipes for future generations. The
convenient dot grid pages are perfect for saving your
favorite recipes. Use your favorite pens, washi tape, and
stickers to unleash your creativity and personalize each
recipe. Each recipe pages is numbered, quickly and
easily fill in the table of contents page and you can easily
jump to your desired recipe in just seconds. This means
you'll be able to quickly and easily breeze through your
favorite recipes because they are now conveniently
collected and organized in your My Recipe Organizer DIY Cookbook. Simply using this DIY cookbook will allow
you to get more out of your cooking experience because
it is a fun way to collect all your recipes. The last page
contains a convenient measurement conversion table to
make your baking easier than ever. This blank recipe
notebook would be a practical and useful gift for any
occasion. The My Recipe Organizer - DIY Cookbook
[Dot Grid Edition] is the perfect gift for any baker in your
life! Everyone can use a little help in the kitchen.
Organize all your favorite recipes and imagine how much
more you'll have when preparing family meals and during
the holidays and special occasions. Buy now and enjoy:
100 Easy to use dot grid recipe pages A large 8.5 x 11
inch size with plenty of room Archive Generations of
Family Kitchen Secrets You may have recipes that have
been passed down through the generations. However, in
today's fast paced world, spending time in the kitchen
with the next generation and preserving these legacies
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can be difficult. If you could fit your recipes in a tweet, all
would be well. You may be able to run a country using
twitter, but good recipes don't work well in tweets. Give
this cute DIY cookbook to your daughter or niece as a
way of preserving family recipes. Because of the cute
and witty cover they'll be excited to capture all your
family recipes and enjoy cooking. Make sure the next
generation doesn't miss out on generations of kitchen
tradition and experience by collecting your favorite family
recipes in the My Recipe Organizer - DIY Cookbook.
Once Twitter goes bankrupt and people stop obsessing
over their phones, your family will be glad you did. Find
recipes easily with a simple Table of Contents page
Have fun decorating eash recipe and creating custom
layouts Use washi tapes and glitter pens to make your
make your cookbook sparkle Use page flags and stickers
to personalize your recipes Easy portability with a soft
cover Have fun sharing recipes with family and friends
Buy My Recipe Organizer - DIY Cookbook today,
because finding your favorite recipes shouldn't be a
problem! If you're looking for a great gift or searching for
a cool DIY cookbook for yourself, you'll love the My
Recipe Organizer - DIY Cookbook [Dot Grid Edition]!
DIY Make & Take projects for both beginner and
intermediate classes. The recipes use the most beloved
Young Living essential oils, plus options using only oils in
the Premium Starter Kit.Hosting a Make & Take
Essential Oil party can be exciting and fun, yet
completely overwhelming and very hard on your
pocketbook. It is easy to go crazy making what we think
will "wow" our guests by Martha-ing the party to death!
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You know the drill-clean the house top to bottom, create
the most delicious oil-infused food, goodies, and treats,
have Lavender Spa Lemonade.... And forget about dull
make and take items-you go all out by coming up with 6
amazing DIY Make & Take stations all throughout your
kitchen, dining room, and living room. You even have a
great decorating station, complete with the cutest DIY
labels, pens, and washi tape. You make plans to have
your husband and kids all go to a movie to have the
whole house to yourself. The guests arrive to the most
fun they have had at an in-home party that they can
remember. You socialize and laugh hysterically, make
great oily projects, decorate them all to the nines, and
everyone leaves with amazing products to try...and NO
ONE buys a kit! The sad reality is that this happens more
often than not. Make & Takes, while very fun, are not
IPAs (Income Producing Activities). There are two types
of people who come to a Make & Take: current
customers and potential customers. Strategically invite
so you know which type of Make & Take party to throw.
For ease of describing the parties, the Make & Take
parties for newbies who are not yet customers will be
referred to as "Make & Take 101." For current
customers, these parties will be referred to as "Make &
Take 102." The concept is to create a fun class for new
people as an Oil 101 combined with an easy introduction
Make & Take that only uses oils in the Premium Starter
Kit (PSK). Make it super simple and easy. Do not overdo
it. Resist the urge! For your current customers, you
would also make it simple, but create a customer
appreciation class where you teach a more advanced
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project and you introduce oils outside the PSK.This book
contains some of the most loved Make & Take projects
and will help you determine which type of party they are
best suited for. You will also notice the projects are made
with oils from the PSK, or there will be a line item that
suggests which PSK oil to use as an alternative. All item
sizes are based on personal use. It is suggested you use
the smallest size available. For instance, instead of using
a 15mL dropper bottle, cut the recipe in thirds and use a
5mL dropper, or even smaller by using a 2mL dropper
bottle. Make sure the cost for all items totals less than $3
each with all supplies. For the Make & Take 102, your
customers would bring their own oils and you would
introduce new oils for them to smell (but not use). Teach
them how to add the new oils after class. If you would
rather allow them to use your oils, it is very important that
you make smaller sample-size batches and charge
accordingly. Making full-size eye serums for everyone
will get very expensive, and the goal is to have them
purchase their own oils to make the project again after
class.
Uncork stunning DIY projects! Pop open a bottle of wine!
Break out your glue gun! DIY Wine Corks offers 35+ oneof-a-kind crafts of all varietals. Featuring easy-to-follow
instructions and tips on personalizing your design, this
book guides you through every step of your wine cork
project, allowing you to create unique pieces every time.
From wall art to jewelry to holiday decor, each of these
crafts will put leftover wine corks to use by transforming
the simple throwaway into stunning creations like:
Chalkboard menu Retro sunburst mirror Vintage cork
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necklace Owl zipper pull Gift tags Complete with
beautiful full-color photographs, DIY Wine Corks
encourages you to stop and smell the rose with these
creative wine cork crafts!
A Gift She Will Never Forget | A Gift That Keeps On
Giving If you're looking for a cute gift or searching for a
great notebook for yourself, you'll love the Make It
Happen Notebook. Because this adorable ruled/lined
notebook has a memorable inspirational quote cover,
you'll be inspired and motivated each time you pull write
in it. In addition, the striking cover is sure to be a crowd
pleaser. How many compliments will you get from
friends, classmates, or coworkers when they see your
new notebook? Could you benefit from a bit motivation?
What could you do with more creativity? With more
organization? Notebooks provide this and more. If you
want to take things to the next level, then imagine how
quickly and easily things will seem come together when
you use the Make It Happen Notebook! Buy Now &
Enjoy: * A powerful inspirational quote cover * Positive
changes with the included 25 Day Habit Tracker * Easy
personalization with stickers and washi tape * Create
themes or Organization tools with stamps * Easy
portability with soft cover * Hours of organization,
mindfulness and relaxing journaling! Achieve Your Goals
and Organize Your Life Write down accomplishments
with your hobbies, fitness, and other life goals. Look
back feel good about yourself and all you've done. Use
journaling to celebrate your goals and dreams, and to
track important tasks, take notes, and keep phone
numbers. Use the Make It Happen Notebook to organize
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your life. Increase Creativity, Memory, and Intelligence
Studies show writing by hand boosts creativity, memory
and intelligence. Journaling gives your creative juices
more punch so you can quickly and easily come up with
super ideas. Imagine how awesome you'll be at work,
home or at school with your improved creativity. Your
next great idea may be write at the tips of your fingers
waiting to be found on the pages of the Make It Happen
Notebook. Use As A: ° Gratitude Journal to lift your
mood ° Collections Journal for your life lists and dreams
° Travel Journal to document fun experiences ° Quote
book filled with inspirational quotes and song lyrics °
Scrapbook, memory journal, bucket list, book log...and
much more Many Uses This cute notebook has many
uses. Store a teensy bit of yourself in it by using it as a
memory journal or scrapbook. Use it as a gratitude
journal. Simply writing down a few happy thoughts every
night can give you a tremendous boost in the morning so
you'll wake up refreshed and uplifted. Use this inspiring
notebook to make lists of places you'd like to visit or as a
travel journal for when you actually visit those places.
Where will you take your Make It Happen Notebook?
Stop and think about the many ways you can use such a
cool notebook. Start on a magical journey of inspiration,
creativity and adventure today and buy the Make It
Happen Notebook!
It’s the definitive washi tape craft book for adults. Washi
tape—the Japanese decorative paper tape that’s easy to
tear, peel, stick and re-stick—is transformative, fun, and
remarkably easy to use. It’s also never been hotter. Now
comes the only adult washi tape craft book packaged
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with the tape itself—ten rolls, with 18 feet in each
roll—making it a complete kit and outstanding value.
Packed full of amazing projects and ideas, it’s the book
and tape kit that shows all the ways to be creative with
washi tape. The book includes techniques: precision
tearing, wrapping, and weaving. How to make bows,
rosettes, and other shapes. How to seal and
weatherproof designs to make them permanent. And 110
projects, with color photographs and step-by-step
instructions, from custom photo frames to one-of-a-kind
gifts. The possibilities are endless.
Whether you’re looking for an all-out room redo or a few
new tricks to brighten up your space, Faithgirlz! has tons
easy how-tos and quick DIYs that'll morph your room into
a true expression of y-o-u. Give your walls a burst of
color (even without a bucket of paint!) and turn your fave
pics and keepsakes into inspiring art. These floor-toceiling secrets help nix those piles of clothes decorating
your space in favor of awesome add-ons, like mini
murals and a magical ribbon chandelier (psst: we won't
tell anyone it took you a half hour to whip up). Redo Your
Room is packed with cute and crafty ways to add pop to
your domain. You'll learn how to make even the tiniest
spaces into pretty places to sleep 'n' study, and clever
ways to keep it all looking adorable. And the best part?
You can make over your bedroom without going broke.
This activity book for children covers a lot of different
areas. The author states it is for children ages 3 to 10. It
covers do-it-yourself art, kids in the kitchen, science fun,
groovy gifts, bath time, and art inspirations. It includes: Cool Homemade Art supplies like gel paint, modeling
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clay, and sidewalk paint. - Easy Homemade Treats that
kids can help make like Soda Pop Biscuits, Spaghetti O
pies, and even easy fudge. - Simple Science Projects
like wind chimes and calculating gummy worm stretch. Fun Craft Projects like Washi tape jewelry and figuring
shadow boxes. - Bath time fun like "Snowman Soap" Educational Art Projects like cave drawings and soap
etchings.
Customize your world with colorful, durable duct tape!
Awesome Duct Tape Projects is packed with awesome
new duct tape activities for both guys and girls. Whether
your look is bold, funky, or hip, this ultimate duct tape
idea book will get you rolling with cool projects for your
room, for school, for play, and just for STYLE! Inside
you’ll find more than 50 original projects to unwrap your
creativity. Author Choly Knight shows you how to
personalize, organize, and decorate with brilliant colors
and patterns. You’ll learn how to make popular duct
tape classics like purses, belts, and flip flops, plus you’ll
discover unexpected twists for smartphone wallets,
laptop cases, charging stations, and more. You can
make tons of cool stuff using only duct tape, with no
extra materials required. But you may want to go for
something spectacular, with added zippers, Velcro®
closures, or jewelry findings! You’ll also discover ecofriendly ways to upcycle common objects around the
house, plus imaginative ideas for washi tape,
FrogTape®, and masking tape.
People have long loved the amazing ability of duct tape
to hold their prized possessions together, but this
creative book shows that duct tape can be used to
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actually make a prized possession. Readers can choose
to take on such entertaining projects as fashioning a tote
bag, a drum, a chessboard, and even a case for their
smartphone with just some duct tape and a few other
materials they can gather in their own home. They'll
follow clearly explained steps, with the help of vibrant
photographs, to create truly cool and memorable crafts.
Turn your dream bedroom into a reality! Written by
popular YouTube style expert Tana Smith, DIY Bedroom
Decor teaches you how to personalize your space with
all your favorite looks. From an Ombre Painted Canvas
and Ribbon Chandelier to Chalkboard Frames and
Sequin Curtains, this guide shows you how to create the
fabulous room decor crafts that you've spotted in
magazines and online on your Tumblr dashboard. With
just a few simple tools and Smith's guidance, you'll turn
your bedroom into a super cool space your friends will
envy. Every page also includes step-by-step
photographs that guide you through the process, so
you'll never have to worry about how your projects will
come out. Filled with easy-to-follow instructions for 50
imaginative ideas, DIY Bedroom Decor helps you
transform your current space into the bedroom of your
dreams!
Treat yourself to a DIY spa day with these simple, natural,
and affordable recipes to replicate your favorite beauty
products—from bath bombs to face masks!—from Lush, the
Body Shop, and more. Do you love indulging in self-care with
fun beauty products, but want to save some money? Or
maybe you take comfort in knowing exactly what you’re
using on your skin. Or maybe you just love do-it-yourself
projects! With DIY Beauty, you can learn to make your
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favorite beauty products from some of today’s most popular
brands. Try making face scrubs inspired by Sephora, a
homage to The Body Shop’s Body Butter, or a homemade
version of Burt’s Bees ever-popular lip balm. From bath
bombs to rival Lush to skin care products like e.l.f.’s blemish
treatments, these inexpensive imitation recipes include easy
step-by-step instructions to help you customize your beauty
product routine. Find products that suit your unique skincare
needs, modify your favorites for best results, and choose
which organic or all-natural ingredients you prefer. Make your
favorite must-have beauty products even better—by making
them yourself!—with DIY Beauty.
There's so much satisfaction in making something with your
own hands. We rounded up some of our favorite, easy craft
projects that are kid-friendly, budget-friendly and many use
materials you might already have around the house. What will
you Learn about Crafting? - The best ways to set up and
maintain a craft area. - How to make fabric crafts, even if you
don't know how to sew. - Simple techniques for painting on
almost anything. - How to make candles, soaps, and other
items that smell oh, so good! - How to create simple accent
pieces that look professionally made. You will also Discover: Fresh scrapbooking ideas and tips. - The amazing versatility
of washi tape and how to use it to add beauty to virtually
anything. - Wonderful wooden crafts. - How to craft beautiful
custom-tailored jewelry and over 100 pictures!
Spark Your Creativity with Calligraphy #1 New Release in
Handwriting Reference Lettering artist Phawnda Moore has
been teaching calligraphy and design for 25 years. An awardwinning author, she steps into beginning students’ shoes to
select content, address anticipated questions, and offer
solutions to the unexpected yet inevitable problems that are
encountered in hand lettering. “Lettering from A to Z . . .”
stands out from the crowd! It was written for all levels of
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experience and nourishes creative thinking through mindful
practice. Blending traditional design principles and modern
tools, it will inspire you to find your own style. Your creative
life will be enriched with step-by-step tutorials “from A to Z.”
Written in conversational narrative, this full-color book
includes more than 200 images of Phawnda’s professional
work, published articles, and guidance from her class demos
to make beautiful projects. Phawnda's instruction includes: •
12 styles (Uncial calligraphy, Italic calligraphy, script
calligraphy, brush lettering, faux calligraphy, rainbow lettering,
monoline letters, handwriting and drawn letters) •
Customized, printable practice sheets • Recommended
writing tools, papers, sources, printing tips • How to
troubleshoot • Layout, color and design basics • Mail art to
keep correspondence alive • Lettering projects for mentoring
youngsters • Real-life tips on how to organize your studio
space • Tips on sharing your skills in teaching, business,
events, home, garden and community • Making background
papers from tea • Original gifts with the meaning of names for
family and friends • Illustrating with calligraphy tools •
Projects to make handmade birthday cards, holiday cards,
journals of your life, and easy-to-design art books If you
enjoyed Hand Lettering 101, The Lost Art of Handwriting, or
Hand Lettering for Relaxation, then it’s time to grab a copy of
Lettering from A to Z and reconnect to your natural creativity.
Spark your creativity and keep yourself organized with the
beautiful pages and easy-to-follow instructions of Creative
Journaling. With 52 projects, from simple tricks, like making
your own washi tape, to more ambitious projects, like crafting
a custom planner, you’ll soon have the best-looking to-do list
around. Author Renee Day will take you on an artistic
adventure as you take on each new task and become an
expert on amazing DIY ideas! You'll learn to work with
watercolors, acrylic paint, brush pens, and much more as you
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personalize your stuff, making things uniquely you. Going
beyond basic tools, this stunning book offers tips, tricks, and
creative ways to transform your notebook into a treasured life
companion, including: • Ornamental lettering • Personalized
habit trackers • Colorful calendars • Decorative headers •
Customized productivity lists • Inspiring artwork • Creative
future logs • Unique planning pages
"Lots of kids love parties, and this series will help them add to
their fun. With plenty of inspiration and information, Perfect
Parties includes creative themes, decorating ideas, and party
planning tips"-Your Daughter’s Room is Special…Just Like Her! A girl’s
bedroom is an important part of her identity, maybe the only
place in the world that she can truly call her own. Now your
daughter can decorate her space to make her room a
reflection of her unique personality. From twins Whitney and
Westleigh Wood, creators of 52 DIY Crafts for Girls and the
daughters of home décor expert Karianne Wood, comes a
year’s worth of pretty projects that will transform your girl’s
room to fit her one-of-a-kind style. Your daughter will discover
fun and colorful crafts for her windows, walls, door, and so
much more! Each craft has illustrated and easy-to-follow
instructions, including a supply list, skill level projection,
approximate cost, and estimated timeframe to complete the
project. Your daughter will also get some practical advice and
encouragement from Whitney and Westleigh along the way.
Give the special girl in your life the room to make, create,
draw, and paint and watch her creativity and confidence
grow.
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